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then hi vain is all the labor I have given to the study of the science of signs! So why
go into AvantI ? I will turn back." So he stood still for a moment; but then the next
minute he thought again: " Since I have come so far as this, I will go into the city and
he went into Avanti, and beheld
i,he fell into the greatest dejection.
and expressions, notist that he
you become so despondent on
upon the way I saw a certain man
wood;  and in the second place
the empire of the whole earth as
by this disagreement with the
generally the authorities include
see what in this case is the rule,
.ected in amazement:  " Oh, the
a power of understanding !"
look at Vikramaditya, and see what he is like."
Vikramaditya in his assembly. And when he saw
[15]
And when the king, who knew how to read
was dejected, he said to him:  " Stranger, why
coming here ? "   Said he: " Sire, in the first pi
who bore all the marks of royalty, carrying a 1<
here I see you, with all the evil bodily marks, enjo;
far as the confines of the ocean.   And I am dej<
authorities."   Then the king said:   "Learned
both rules and exceptions; so examine carefully
and what the exception."   Hearing this the man
king has a depth of insight, a sweetness of speech,
Thereupon he dived into the best of all the authorities on signs, and said: " O long,
in the book there are described the various regular good and evil marks of men and
women, but there is this exception: even if all the auspicious marks are found on any-
one's body, nevertheless if there is a crow's foot on his palate, then all the marks are
nullified." Hearing this the king sent and had tie man bearing the load of wood
brought into the assembly; and thereupon they pift a cake of meal upon his palate,
and proved (the existence of) the crow's foot. [27]
eption ? " And he said: " Even
; body, nevertheless if on the left
at as favorable marks." Hearing
hand, and was about to split
I ln\m by the hand, and said:
I the intestines certainly must be
Then the king askt again: " Is there any other
if all the inauspicious marks are found upon a man'
side his intestines are spotted, then all those shall cot
this the king, to examine into it, took a knife in
open the left side of his own belly; but the man s
" O king, do no rash act of violence.   In your bell;
spotted; in no other way could there possibly be si|ch fortitude and courage in you.
For:
»nes, happiness on the flesh, en-
the eyes, travel on the gait,
\ found in you, then mount upon
1. Wealth depends on [is indicated by] the
joyment on the skin, (success with) women
authority on the voice, and everything on cot
Therefore, O king, if such courage and fortitude
this throne.
Tales of the Throne
Here ends the twenty-ninth story in the
Jainistic Recension, St<|ry 31
The haunted housl
When King Bhoja again on another occasion had ikade complete preparations for
the coronation-rite and was ascending the throne, tie thirty-first Statue said: ** O
king, he who has magnanimity like Vlkramaditya's mfemnts upon this throne*" And
when the king askt " Of what sort was that magnan|ndty ? ** the statue said: " O
king,

